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Definitions, Functional Categories and a Combination Approach to ‘P3s’

A Clear Framework Requires Clear Definitions

• One of sector’s biggest issues is lack of clear language

• More precise definitions of existing terms

• New terms for necessary new concepts:  ‘Non-Traditional’ is well-

established approach outside the public sector but it only becomes 

a practical ‘Alternative’ after an approval process

Framework Anchored in Context of Project Functional Aspects

• Any value from Alternative comes from some functional aspect of a 

project – descriptions should be anchored in function

• For this purpose, all major capex projects considered to have four 

functional categories

• Color coded throughout

‘P3s’ Described in Context of Functional Combinations

• ‘Public-Private Partnerships’, ‘Public-Public Partnerships’, ‘P3s’, 

etc. can be described as transactions that utilize Alternative 

approaches in two or more functional aspects

• Color coded in yellow and with color reference to components
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Summary of Framework Concepts

1. Traditional approaches generally used by US water-sector Agencies for infrastructure procurement, operations and financing 

evolved over a period of steady economic and demographic growth.  Traditional approaches were effective in those conditions.

2. Private-sector companies, some utilities and non-US agencies developed different, Non-Traditional approaches for similar 

assets in response to different conditions (e.g. competition, regulated returns or more limited resources)

3. Since about 2000, many water-sector Agencies face a much more challenging ‘new normal’ economic and demographic 

outlook.

4. Many water-sector Agencies also face huge deferred maintenance and delayed investment liabilities.

5. To meet these challenges, many Agencies will need increased efficiency in procurement and operations of physical assets, 

flexibility in financing and (in some cases) significant risk transfer.

6. Well-established individual Non-Traditional approaches clearly have potential to provide increased efficiency, financial flexibility 

and risk mitigation, primarily due to the similarity of assets and institutional frameworks required for infrastructure operation.

7. Combinations of individual Non-Traditional approaches – generally called ‘P3s’ – can provide further value through synergies 

and transactional economies of scale.

8. But Non-Traditional approaches are rarely immediately utilizable by Agencies – a process of adaptation, approval and 

acceptance is required before they become real ‘Alternatives’ for public water infrastructure.

9. The process of adaptation, approval and acceptance will occur naturally over time in response to ‘new normal’ conditions, and

Alternatives will become the ‘new Traditional’.  But due to the high accruing and compounding cost of deferred maintenance and 

delayed investment, this process must be accelerated.

10. Many Agencies face significant limiting factors that are unrelated to potential value in accelerating the adoption of Alternative 

approaches.

11. Non-Traditional approaches involving infrastructure equity sharing or transfer, and especially P3 combinations involving these, 

create additional limiting factors for Agencies.

12. Conclusions drawn from this framework provide specific implications for WIRF Learning Module design and content
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1   Evolution of Traditional Approaches

Traditional approaches of US public-sector Agencies to water infrastructure procurement and 

operations evolved over a period of steady economic and demographic growth.  They were effective in 

those conditions.

• Traditional approaches are a ‘legacy’ of benign period (roughly 1950-2000) – not a reflection of intrinsic 

public-sector limitations

• Traditional approaches often prioritized an Agency’s direct and sole responsibility for infrastructure as a 

simple and effective way to fulfill obligations to the community.  
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2   Evolution of Non-Traditional Approaches

Private-sector companies, and some utilities and non-US agencies developed different, Non-

Traditional approaches for similar assets in response to competition, regulated returns or more 

limited resources.

• During 1950-2000 period, private-sector companies, some utilities (mainly energy) and certain non-US 

public sector agencies (mainly in UK, Canada, Australia) developed approaches for similar physical 

infrastructure assets under different, often less benign, conditions.

• The approaches are in fact well-established – they are called ‘Non-Traditional’ here only in the sense that 

they are not Traditional for US Agencies.
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3   The ‘New Normal’: Challenging Economic and Demographic Outlook

Since about 2000, the public sector in general and many water-sector Agencies face a much more 

challenging economic and demographic outlook, often called the ‘new normal’ to reflect expected 

permanence

US Economic Outlook

• 2008 financial crisis punctuated persistent systemic trend

• Slow and uncertain recovery from 2008 FC, consensus 

forecast for lower long-term growth

• Increased volatility and uncertainty in public-sector revenues

• Regional growth and income distribution becoming more 

uneven

US Demographic Outlook

• Significant slow-down in forecast 

working age population growth (L)

• Outright declines in working-age 

population growth in many areas, 

especially non-urban (R)
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4   Maintenance and Investment Backlog: An Expensive Liability

Many water-sector Agencies also face huge deferred maintenance and delayed investment liabilities.

Systemic Factors Behind the Backlog

• Since many infrastructure assets have useful lives of 50-75 years, current replacement volume is an 

echo of earlier growth periods and coincident to boomer retirement age.

• Public-sector revenue volatility since 2008 leads to balancing annual budget by ‘kicking the can’ – low-

visibility maintenance and capex are often the target

• Public-sector GASB accounting and CAFR reports rarely measure deferred maintenance

• New and higher environmental standards can require large capex for remediation

A Large and Growing Backlog

• A backlog in all sectors of public infrastructure, 

especially in drinking, waste water and storm water 

remediation assets, is widely recognized.

• ASCE, AWWA and NRDC recent reports have 

estimates close to $1 trillion

• The backlog is especially severe for smaller systems 

relative to their size
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5   Need for Increased Efficiency, Financial Flexibility and Risk Mitigation

Cost Efficiency

• Expectation of more limited growth means resources must be deployed efficiently

• Even incremental or small percentage saving are important in scale of investment and remediation 

programs  

• ‘Cost efficiency’ should not be viewed as ‘lowest bid for current work’ but holistically – long-term 

time frame, opportunity cost of further delay, opportunity cost of unadopted technology, accrual rate 

of deferred maintenance, lowered risk of catastrophic event

Financial Flexibility

• Higher levels of debt are inevitable – in new normal conditions, more flexible or customized terms 

(tenor, ability to negotiate amendments and extensions with lender, subordination, performance-

based return, accounting treatment, etc.) may be more important than interest rate.

• Debt financing options should be expanded beyond muni bond market

Significant Risk Transfer

• In situations where multiple risk factors (e.g. scale, technology, resource base) cannot be 

adequately mitigated with performance-based contracts, joint ownership or partnerships with public 

or private partners should be considered.

To meet their challenges, many Agencies will need increased efficiency in procurement and 

operations of physical assets, flexibility in financing and (in some cases) significant risk transfer.
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6  Non-Traditional Approaches: Potential Value for Public Infrastructure

Well-established individual Non-Traditional approaches clearly have potential to provide increased 

efficiency, financial flexibility and risk mitigation, primarily due to the similarity of assets and 

institutional frameworks required for infrastructure operation.

• In effect, water sector Agencies in the US now face the kind of challenges in procuring, operating and 

financing infrastructure-type assets that the private sector and other non-US agencies are used to.

• It is unsurprising that many Non-Traditional approaches would appear to offer immediately available 

improvements in procurement, operations and financing.
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7  Non-Traditional Combinations: ‘P3s’ Often Add Further Value

Combinations of individual Non-Traditional approaches – generally called ‘P3s’ – can provide further 

value through synergies and transactional economies of scale.

• Although different functional approaches affect value in very 

different ways, there are many potential synergies in combining 

them in a single transaction.

• These combinations are often called ‘P3s’ (whether or not a 

true partnership is involved) but it is important to always view 

them in context of their functional components.
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8   The Process of Non-Traditional Approaches Becoming ‘Alternatives’

Non-Traditional approaches are rarely immediately utilizable by Agencies – a critical process of 

adaptation, approval and acceptance is required before they become practical ‘Alternatives’ for public 

water infrastructure.

• Since Non-Traditional approaches were developed in context of different objectives (e.g. shareholder profit), 

they require a process to ensure that broader Agency obligations to the community will be met.
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9   The Need to Accelerate the Adoption of Alternatives

The process of adaptation, approval and acceptance will occur naturally over time in response to ‘new 

normal’ conditions, and Alternatives will become the ‘new Traditional’.  But due to the high accruing 

and compounding cost of deferred maintenance and delayed investment, this process must be 

accelerated.

Headed to a ‘Tipping Point’?

• Balance of deferred maintenance and delayed 

investment likely growing faster than working-

age population.

• If much faster, the liability can hit ‘tipping 

points’ leading into difficult-to-manage crises

Multiple Cost Factors at Work

• Current period losses may be most 

obvious but least damaging

• Compounding costs are often not visible 

and may be allowed to persist – but have 

worst outcomes
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10   Limiting Factors to Accelerated Alternative Adoption

Many Agencies face significant limiting factors that are unrelated to potential value in accelerating the 

adoption of Alternative approaches.

Examples of typical limiting factors:

1. Reluctance to admit inadequacies of Traditional approaches in ‘new normal’ conditions

2. Apparent complexity and unintended consequences of Alternative approaches when pre-packaged 

as ‘P3s’

3. Accounting and institutional accommodation of ‘doing nothing’

4. Abstract or long-term nature of Alternative value

5. Lack of clarity that developing acceptable Alternatives from Non-Traditional approaches is an 

important and value-added process in itself
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11   Special Limiting Factors for Equity Transfer and DBEFOM P3s

Non-Traditional approaches involving infrastructure equity sharing or transfer, and especially P3 

combinations involving these, create additional limiting factors for Agencies.

• Non-Traditional approaches which involve only service and debt contracts are fundamentally much less 

difficult to adapt as Alternatives than those which involve any significant amount of equity transfer or 

sharing.  Three distinct categories might be useful:
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12   Conclusions and Implications
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